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I. ABSTRACT

The purpose of this project was to perform theoretical and

experimental investigation on reactive and nonreactive collision

processes that occur in chemical laser systems. The theoretical

investigation was focused on developing reliable and tractable

numerical techniques that describe the dynamics of the collision

processes. The experimental effort was devoted to a chemical laser

scheme based on gas phase chemiluminescence reactions, which allows

premixing of the reagents.

II. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND

Chemical lasers (for example, 1F, DF, and iodine) have

efficiently achieved power outputs of hundreds of kilowatts. So

far, our understanding of these lasers is hampered by our inability

to predict and interpret the energy distribution in the collision

processes that pump the lasing states. The difficulty is not so

much in understanding the physical laws that govern these processes

as in solving the equations that exactly describe them; the equations

are much too complicated to be solvable. Therefore, researchers

working with chemical laser systems would like to see the development

of a technique to solve the equations that is both accurate and

numerically tractable. Since the exact quantum-mechanical approach

is riot numerically tractable in general, one must rely on various

appiroximate results. The most popular opproximate technique for

describing molecular collisions is the classical trajectory method,

.1 in which the d)namics of collisions arv described completely by

I2I
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classical mechanics rather than quantum mechanics. When this

technique is combined with the commonly used procedure for classify-

ing trajectories as to their initial and final states, it is often

referred to as the quasi-classical (QC) method. Although the QC

method is easy to apply and interpret, it is often not sufficiently

accurate in describing microscopic state-to-state aspects of colli-

sions which are important in the study of chemical laser systems.

Furthermore, because the method is intrinsically classical, it is

not capable of describing classically forbidden processes resulting

from quantum tunneling. To overcome this weakness of the QC method,

a method usually called a semiclassical (SC) method was introduced.

In this method, classical trajectories are allowed to take on com-

plex values, thus enabling one to approximately describe classically

forbidden processes. However, one here carries the burden of working

with complex-valued trajectories, which are very difficult to handle.

It therefore seems highly desirable to develop a new technique that

combines to a maximum degree the simplicity of the QC method with

the accuracy of the fully quantum-mechanical (QM) method. This is

where our theoretical effort under Grant No. AFOSR-79-0122 has been

!i directed.

Chemical lasers such as IF, tICl, and CO operate on vibrational

or rotational transitions and are thus infrared. A recent active

field of research has been the development of visible wavelength

4t chemical1 lasers that operate on electronic transitions. To achieve

lasing on an clectron ic transition in :a typical diatomic 111ol.cCile,

it is necessary to rapidly generate a supply of moleciles ill the upper

1 3



level of the laser transition. At visible wavelengths this requirement

is difficult to satisfy with a traditional mixing-type chemical laser

that employs chemical reactions which initiate spontaneously upon

mixing of the reagents. An alternative scheme that we have pursued

involves gas-phase chemiluminescence reactions that do not initiate

until "triggered" '. a suitable low-power ignition mechanism. Thus,

reagents can be premixed, and a small input of optical or electrical

energy can be used to produce ait initial chain carrier species. The

resulting chemical reaction is thus self-sustaining via branched

chain reaction kinetics. Our experimental effort was devoted to

this scheme, utilizing chemiluminescence reactions that are triggered

by a pulsed laser.

III. OVERVIEW OF T1ll WORK PERFORMED

In research supported by Grant AFOSR-79-0122, we have accom-

plished the following:

1. Developed a new approach to molecular collisions that

appears to have overcome several difficulties of the QC and SC

methods.

2. Modified the SC method so as to accurately describe near-

resonance vibrational-to-electronic cnergy transfer processes.

3. Obtained intense blue-green chemiluminescence from the

d1T-1 a 3n transition of C2 by premixing (02 with acetYlnC (C2 112 ) and

triggering the reaction with an XeF excimer laser.

P1rogress inl the above three areas is descrilcd in the follow-

44
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A. A New Approach to Molecular Collisions: Statistical

Quasi-Classical Method

Our theoretical effort was focused on developing a technique

that combines to a maximum degree the simplicity of the QC method

and the accuracy of the QM method. This of course is the spirit

with which the SC method was developed. To avoid complications due

to the handling of complex-valued trajectories, we elected to keep

the trajectories real, thus describing the dynamics of collisions

completely by classical mechanics. However, we used a quantum

statistical representation of initial and final states instead of the

usual representation based on the classical probability distribution

that is used in the QC method. Thus, our new method may be con-

sidered to be the classical trajectory method with a touch of quantum

statistics in representing initial and final states. For this reason,

we call our method the statistical quasi-classical (SQC) method.

The quantum statisticol representation of the states seems to

be most conveniently achieved by using the lVigner distribution func-

tion,

W(q,p,t) = jhdX cxp(-2ipx/h)p*(q-x,t)*(q+x,t). (1)

Roughly speaking, the Wigner function gives the quantum-mechanical

probability distribution at time t in phase space (q,p) for the

system described by the wavefunction ip(q,t). To use it in our SQC

mntliod, Wc first DUccd to find the initial Wigner function

W(q ,p,t = -,,) corresponding to the initial state i(q ,t . Each

ivlcmient (q ,p1) of' the in it ial Wigner funct ion is then propagated in

time using, the classical Ilamilton equations of motion. Th is

-, -_ .. -



propagation is achieved in practice by representing the initial Wigner

distribution by a finite number, N, of points on an appropriate two-

dimensional grid in the (q,p) plane and then integrating the Hamilton

equations of motion for each of the N points (q,p) on the grid. The

collection of the final values of q and p obtained after the integra-

tion constitutes the final Wigner distribution function W(q,p,t =

from which the transition probability can be obtained.

Since the SQC method contains some quantum-mechanical features

not contained in the QC method, one might expect it to be able to at

least partially describe classically forbidden processes. The chief

disadvantage of the SQC method, on the other hand, is that it requires

a large number of trajectories to be computed, as each element (q,p)

of the Wigner distribution must be propagated. However, this is only

a small disadvantage, considering the advantage of not having to deal

with complex-valued trajectories.

The SQC method was applied to the collinear inelastic

collision,

He + H2 (vi) He + H2(vf). (2)

Calculations clearly showed that the SQC method is more accurate

than the QC method. They also indicated that the SQC method is,

or at least has a potential to be, capable of accurately describing

classically forbidden processes. It appears, therefore, that the SQC

method represents an appealing alternative to the existing tech-

niques for describing molecular collisions, especially when more

*accurate information is desired than can be obtained by the QC method

and when the fully QM method or the SC method is too difficult to

handle.
6



B. Modification of the Semiclassical Method: Trajectory-Based
Decoupling Scheme

The major difficulty of the SC method in describing collision

processes lies in the complexity of integrating complex-valued tra-

jectories. One of the approximate schemes designed to alleviate

i this difficulty is the "decoupling" scheme, in which trajectories

are assumed to take on real values except when they hit (avoided)

crossing points at which electronic transitions may occur in the SC

theory. The scheme then assumes that all but one appropriately

chosen coordinate n and momentum P can be "frozen" at the crossingn

points and calculates the transition probability in a Stuckelberg

manner, allowing only the "decoupled" coordinate n and momentum P~n
to take on complex values. It is important to make an intelligent

choice of the decoupled coordinate n if the approximation is to be

reliable. The usual way of choosing it is to look at the structure

of the potential energy surface in the neighborhood of choosing points

and determine which component of momentum is most effective in leading

to electronic transitions. For example, for the colinear collision

x*( 2 p ) + 1,2 (v i) x( 2 p3 1 2  + H2 (vf), (3)

where X is either F or Br, the decoupled coordinate n was chosen to

be the translational coordinate R. Although SC calculations with this

choice of n yielded energy transfer probabilities in good agreement

€lwith the corresponding QN1 calculitions for X = F, a strong disa.gree-

*1 ment was found for X = Br. This was attributed to the inability of

the SC method to describe near-resonance processes involving

z7



vibrational or rotational energy levels, because internal (vibra-

tional and rotational) degrees of freedom are treated classically

in the SC method. However, it is not entirely clear that resonance

effects should be absent simply because internal motions are treated

classically. A good agreement might be obtained with a better choice

of the decoupled coordinate, even if we use the SC method or even

the QC method. This is an important consideration because it

determines whether one can use a numerically tractable technique (the

QC method) to describe near-resonance processes of importance in

chemical laser systems.

A better choice of the decoupled coordinate n, we believe,

can be achieved by taking n to be the coordinate along the direction

of motion at a crossing point. The reason for this particular choice

can be found in the reprint of Appendix B (Lee, Lam, DeVries, and

George). Here we only note that n determined by the above choice

is generally different for different trajectories, and therefore has

to be defined for each trajectory at each encounter with a crossing

point. For this reason, the new decoupling scheme is called the

trajectory-based decoupling scheme. QC calculations have been car-

ried out for the near-resonance vibrational-to-electronic energy

transfer process
Br2('P3/2) 1) Br(2P,1 )

Br(P + 112(v i  1) + H2(vf = O) (4)

using the trajectory-based decoupling scheme. The agreement with the

'4 QM calculations is much better with the t raj et ory-based scheme than

with the old scheme. Furthermore , as we artificially varied tihe spi-

orbit splittinig of Br around the fixed vibrational frequency of 11 2

.1' 8



the new scheme clearly reproduced the resonance peak structure of

the transition probability, whereas the old scheme failed. It

therefore seems that our new scheme opens the door for the QC

method to describe near-resonance energy transfer processes.

The work described in this section was carried out in co-

operation with Prof. Thomas F. George and his coworkers at the

University of Rochester.

C. Laser-Initiated Chemiluminescence Experiments

To obtain chemiluminescence from C2 using the premixing

technique, we first generated chlorine dioxide (C1O 2) by passing

C12 gas over NaClO 2 crystals. The ClO 2 was then collected into the

reaction cell, to which acetylene (C2112) was add'ed to allow it to

be mixed with the C1O 2 . A single l0-mJ, 20-nsec pulse of 3500 .$

light from a XeF excimer laser was then used to detonate the mixture.

The detonation resulted in an intense blue-green chemiluminescence,

which was easily identified as the C2 (d
37 - a37) Swan bands. From

the observation of the temporal behavior of the chemiluminescence,

we found that the rise tire of the pulse is typ ically 30 to

50 sec, while the "burn-time" exceeds 1 msec. The time delay before

the rapid onset of light emission was on the order of the time re-

quired for a shock front to travel from the laser input window toAthe side-arm where light emission was observed. We do not know

the exact meclni sil of reactioil and therefore calllot speculate il

detail regarding the kinetics of the reaction. The blue-,,reen

clhem i I tnt i nesc ence from tihe (,2 Swan hand was aiso ohserved I roS

1 . 9



HN3 +C 2 112 +N 2 0+le mixtures using a single 20-mJ, 20-nsec pulse of

2490-X KrF excimer laser light. In addition, strong CN violet band

emission was also observed from this mixture. To determine whether

a chemically pumped C2 laser is possible from the schemes described

above, however, further investigation is necessary on the kinetics of

the reactions involved.

The work described in this section was carried out in coopera-

tion with Dr. David Benard at AFWL.

IV. PUBLICATIONS

The following publications, produced in conjunction with this

work, are reproduced as appendixes to this report:

Flai-Woong Lee and Marlan 0. Scully, "A new approach to molecular
collisions: Statistical quasiclassical method," J. Chem. Phys.
73(5): 2238-2-42, 1 Sept. 1980.

IHai-Woong Lee, Kai S. Lam, Paul L. DeVries, and Thomas F. George,
"A ncw semiclassical decoupling scheme for electronic traasitions
in molecular collisions: Application to vibrational-to-electronic
energy transfer," J. Chem. Phys. 73(1): 206-212, 1 July 1980.

N1. D. Burrows and D. J. Benard, "Pulsed visible chemiluminescence
experiments," Laser Digest, summer 1980.
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APPENDIX A

A new approach to molecular collisions: Statistical
quasiclassical methoda)

Hai-Woong Lee and Marian 0. Scully

Department of Physics and Optical Sciences Center, University ofArizona. Tucson. Arizona 85721
and Projektgruppe fur Laserforschung der Max-Planck Gesellschaft. D-8046 Garching bei Munchen.
West Germany
(Received 25 March 1980; accepted 12 May 1980)

A new approach is presented in which classical mechanics is combined with quantum statistics to describe
molecular collisions. In this approach, the dynamics of collisions is described by classical trajectories as in the
widely used quasiclassical method. However, initial and final internal states are represented in phase space in
a quantum statistical way, using the Wigner distribution function. Results of calculations performed on a
collinear He-H 2 collision indicate that this new method is more accurate than the quasiclassical method,
especially when the initial vibrational energy is low. Moreover, the new method is capable of describing
classically forbidden processes that cannot be accounted for by the quasiclassical method.

I. INTRODUCTION tribution function, 6,7 which has been widely used in the

The classical trajectory method is probably the most past for describing a variety of systems. 8 - 2 Thus, in
our SQC method, initial internal states are represented

popular technique for describing the dynamics of molec- orSCmtoiiil;nenlsae r ersne
ular collisions As the name of the method implies, by the corresponding Wigner distribution, which then is
the colliding molecules obey Hamilton's equations of propagated in time using the classical trajectory method.

the olldingmolcule oby Hmiltn'sequaion of The resulting final Wigner distribution carries informa-
motion. The technique is often referred to as the quasi- Te onuthe final tate ditrfo carbes torob

classical (QC) method when combined with the common- tion proates the Winie dtb

ly used procedure for classifying trajectories as to their func tion torret Tum mehaiclroba-

initial and final states. The strength of the QC method

is that it is easy to apply and requires less computer bility distribution for both position and momentum of the

time and expense than the accurate quantum-mechanical system under consideration. Therefore, the SQC method
contains at least some quantum mechanical features not(QM)metod.Howver th QC ethd i ofen ot uf- contained in the QC method. In this regard, it is of pri-

ficiently accurate in describing microscopic state-to-
mary interest to see how well the SQC method can de-

state aspects of collisions. Furthermore, the QC meth- scrie lasl fode poe S ec we

od, due to its intrinsically classical nature, is not ca-

pable of describing classically forbidden processes re- give a brief review of the basic properties of the Wigner
sulg fom esuriantum caical tunnidng eroesere, distribution function, useful for the development of the

su~tng romquatummecanicl tnneing Threfre, SQC method. Section III follows with a description of the
it is highly desirable to develop a technique that over- SQC method, S ation t a c pi n He-he

come th weanes of he C mthod whle rtaiing SQC method, and its application to a collinear He-Hzcomes the weakness of the QC method, while retaining collision is described in Sec. IV.

its strong points as much as possible. Progress has

been made along this direction in recent years. 3-S
II. THE WIGNER DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

In this paper, we introduce an approach termed the

statistical quasiclassical (SQC) method, which is essen- The Wigner distribution function W(q,p,t) may be de-
tially the classical trajectory method combined with a fined as the Fourier inverse of the characteristic func-
quantum statistical representation of initial and final tion
states. The idea of the method stems from the fact that
the usual assignment of initial conditions in the QC meth- C(, 77, 0 =/dq 0* (q, t) exp[i(j . tb)I$0(q, t)
od is often inaccurate from the quantum mechanical
point of view. For example, the selection of the vibra- =Tr{p(j,p,t)exp[i(Q+ip)]} ,(1)

tional phase of a harmonic oscillator is based on the i.e.,
probability distribution resulting from the classical har-

monic motion. This, however, approaches the correct W(q,p,) d drexp[-i(q + P)I
quantum mechanical distribution only in the limit of high W T[
vibrational energy. One might expect to obtain higher
accuracy by using an initial assignment based on the X 1dq *(qt)exp[i(Qj+?l )I 0(q,,t)
quantum mechanical nature of the system being investi-
gated. This consideration immediately leads to the idea =Tr[pq,p,f) 6(q-q) (p-p)] . (2)
of using an appropriate probability distribution function Here 4 and il are real parameters, i and p denote coor-
In phase-space, derived using quantun mechanical wave dinate and momentum operators, and q and p corre-
functions. We choose for this purpose the Wigner dis- spending eigenvalues. It can be easily shown 7 that Eq.

(2) reduces to

ORese rch mipon ored by the Air Force Office of Scientific lie- W(q, 1, f) - 6: f x It ( 2iP )4J*(q - x, t) 4q . x,e ) (3)

siearch under Grant No. AI(tSIt-79-01 22. U/ f

2238 J. Chem. Phvs. 73(5), 1 Sept. 1980 0021 9606/80/172238 05$01.00 0t 1980 American In~titute of Physics
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H.-W. Lee and M. 0. Scully: Molecular collisions 2239

an expression first given by Wigner. 6 If we expand 4 in interaction is negligible, and the initial P is determined
terms of an orthonormal set of eigenfunctions by the collision energy. Now, our system, A + BC, ini-

tially specified by Q, P and W(q,p, t = _,-), evolves in
(q,tI) = a,(t) ,1(q) , (4) time according to Hamilton's equations of motion. To

integrate Hamilton's equations, we first represent the
Eq. (3) becomes initial distribution W(q ,p, t = -- ) by a finite number (N)

of points on an appropriate two-dimensional grid in the
W(qP, t) = F a.(t)a.(t) w,(q,p) , (5) (q,p) plane. The integration is then carried out N times

X a for fixed initial values Q, P and for each point (q,p) on
where the grid. The collection of final values of q and p ob-

tained after the integration constitutes the final distribu-
W.(q,p)= 1 -P fdxexp(- IP) g(q - x) ,(q + x). (6) tion function

It can also be shown 7 that the functions w..'s form a com- W(q,p, t =0)= = .a (1 =) a(t =o) Wjj(q,p) , (12)
plete orthogonal set in the phase space (q,p) , I I

corresponding to the final state of the diatom BC,

fie f dp2(q,p) W,..,(q,P)= 2rh (7a) O'c(q, t = a(t.=-) 0(q) (13)

w%,(qp)o N (q',,p') - 6(q -q')2R (7b) The transition probability n- ?n can then be obtained from

If we integrate the function I' given by Eq. (3) over " =1 a.(t =,,)12= 2r11 fdq fdp w,,(q,p) W(q,p, t =")
p, we obtain (14)

where the orthogonality relation, Eq. (7a), has been
fdP W(q,p,t) =4*(q,t)0(q ,t) . (8a) used in obtaining Eq. (14). Thus, the recipe to obtain

the transition probability P_. using the present SQC
Similarly, we get method is simple: one first finds the initial Wigner dis-

tribution w, from Eq. (11) and then obtains the final
fdpW(q,p,t)=f*(p,t) -(p,t) , (8b) Wigner distribution W(q,p, t=-0) by integrating. Hamil-

ton's equations of motion for each element (q,p) of ,.
where f(p,t) is the Fourier inverse of a(q,t), or the The transition probability can then be obtained by Eq.
wave function in the momentum space. Equation (8) in- (14).
dicates that the Wigner distribution function yields the
correct quantum mechanical probability distribution in It should be noted that the statistical representation
both coordinate and miomentum spaces. of the initial state according to Eq. (11) is what differ-

entiates the SQC method from the usual QC method.
Ill. STATISTICAL QUASICLASSICAL METHOD The uncertainty relation required by quantum mechani-

cal considerations is contained in this statistical repre-
In this section, we describe our new approach, the sentation, and for this reason the SQC method is ex-

SQC method. In principle, this method can be applied pected to be able to describe classically forbidden pro-
to any type of collision process. For convenience of cesses. It should also be noted that in our method the
presentation, however, we consider a nonreactive atom- Wigner distribution function is used only to represent
diatom collision the initial and final states, and the collision dynamics

A+ BC(n)- A+ BC(ni) (9) occurring between the initial and final times is still
governed completely by classical mechanics. This dif-

where n and rn refer to any relevant set of initial and fers from other works utilizing the Wigner distribution
final quantum numbers. We denote the translational function, s-12 in which the dynamics is governed by the
coordinates and momenta collectively by Q and P and Schr~dinger equation of motion. One difficulty in usme
the internal coordinates and r.lomenta by q and p. At the essentially quantum mechanical Wigner distribution
the initial time t -*, the diatom BC is prepared in its function to determine initial and final conditions for
nth eigenstate purely classical equations of motion is that some quan-

1c (q, t =_,f, (q) .(10) tun mechanical features of the Wigner distribution ftunc-

tion are lost during the classical dynamical evolution.
In our approach, this initial state is represented by the This is a fundamental limitation on the SQC method in
corresponding Wigter distribution function, which can its present form. This point will be further illu,:t": tod
be written by using Eqs. (5) and (6) as in the next section. In spite of this difficulty. our te-

,s( sire to keep tile calhiflational procedure at an elenmvn-
, -' tary level provides strong incentive for working with theclassical equations of motion.

x - x),,(q x) . (1)
IV. EXAMPLE

The initial translational coordinates and inomenta are
specified as usual: the initial Q corresponds to an arbi- To illustrate our approach, we model the collinear
trarily large separation of A apd BC at which the A-1C lie-Ill collision as follows: 112 is approximated by a

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, 1 Sentember 1980

. 12
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2240 H.-W. Lee and M. 0. Scully: Molecular collisions

harmonic oscillator, and the He-H 2 interaction is an integrate Hamilton's eqjations of motion until the final
exponential repulsion between He and the closer end of condition is reached. As in the usual QC method, we
Ha. This system has been extensively studied in the then obtain the final energy of the oscillator or the cor-
past, quantum mechanically 13

.1
4 as well as semiclassi- responding final y value v11.

caliy. 15-16 We choose the potential parameters accord-
The collection of these final v values, with the weight

lag to Secrest and Johnson, 13 and one should consult
their paper for details of the system. Here we only need f I may be considered

to represent thle final Wigner distribution W( v, I =*).
to discuss those features that are newly encountered in t ersn h ia inrdsrbto ' ,I=)
tou disac hoe fThe transition probability n- rn can then be obtained by
our approach.

Let us assume that the harmonic oscillator (Ha) is ini- P.=21/fdqfdpw.,(q,p)
tially in its nth eigenstate

*,,(q) =N. ti,(atq) exp(- I at'q') ,(15) "K'f fy w.=(yr) W( y, t=)

where a =(A w0//l)" 2; g and w0 are, respectively, the
mass and the angular frequency of the harmonic oscilla- ) ,

tor; N. is the normalization constant; and H. denotes the
nth Hermite polynomial. Then the initial Wigner distri- where K and K' are appropriate normalization constants.
bution function is given by Eqs. (5) and (6) as We note here that the final Wigner distribution is con-

N2 , - 2iax\ sidered to be a function of v, not of q and p separately.
W(q,p,-')=,(q,'p) = f k ftp (aq-ax) If we were to consider q and p as two independent vari-

ables, the physical distribution obtained would depend
xexp[-20 2 (q -x)f 2 H,(rq4 ax) exp[- a2 (q+x 2

1 on the choice of the final time. However, since the final

(16) state is in general a superposition of energy eigenstates,
By straightforward algebra, we obtain the correct final Wigner distribution function should con-

2p-\ tal off-diagonal elements w,,, ioj, and therefore should
m,,,(q,p) = exp [- oizq L, 202q2+ depend on q and p separately. In other words, all infor-

mation concerning the off-diagonal elements wi1 , i* j, in
(17) the Wigner distribution is lost in our-treatment. This is

or the price that we have to pay for using classical equations
w,(q, p) = wm(y) =[ (-1)" exp(- v) L.(2y) (18) of motion to describe the dynamics. The same difficulty

[ ( also exists in the initial Wigner distribution. One might
where the energy parameter v is defined as argue that the initial distribution represented by the set

of points on the grid is meaningless, in the sense that
y=a 2 qa+p+/a 2t-=(2/hzo)(' .iw2q2 ,-p 2 /2) , (19) the distribution would be physically different for a dif-

ferent choice of the initial time. This difficulty, how-and LM refers to the nth Laguerre polynomial. For ex-

ample, ever, can be avoided at least numerically by taking suf-
ficiently many points on the grid such that the difference

wo00 ( y) = (1 'ih)exp(-Y) , (20a) is negligible. This is ensured in our calculations by in-
(y) = (--21(1y) exp(- v) .(20b) creasing the number of points on the grid until the final

results change little with a further increase.
We note that the initial distribution depends only on the Calculations have been carried out for transition prob-
energy parameter v. This, however, is due to the as- abilities of the He-H 2 system, using the proposed SQC
sumption that the system is initially in an energy eigen- method as well as the usual QC method. The results
state. If the system is not in an energy eigenstate, theWignr ditriutio funtio woud cotai offdiagnal are shown in Table I a'nd Fig.,. 1 for various initial trans-
Wigner distribution function would contain off -diagonal lational and vibrational energies, along with the "exact"

aelements w, j, which in general depend on q and p results of Secrest and Johnson. The SQC method is

separate ly. seen to yield reasonably accurate probabilities for the
In order to numerically represent the initial distribu- case n =0, i.e., when the oscillator is initially in its

tion given by Eq. (17), we construct a two-dimensional ground state. However, for ,n = 2 tile SQC method is al-
rectangular grid in the (q, p) plane. The size and tile most as "inaccurate" as the QC method. It is not ina-
density of the grid should be taken as the smallest ones mediately clear why the SQC method becomes less ac-
with which tile drsired act'uracy can lie achieved. For curate as n increases. The most interesting feature in
our calculations otf the Ie-Il, tollision, tor example ,  our results is that tile S(X') method yields tinitz, protlia-
20> 20 points in the rectangle :)lecting tile fmi, points bilitie.i for the two classically ol rliddell iiprocesses;
(i 2,'o, i 2uh) gives sufficiently ;tcurlte 'esults for 0- 0 for tile case E 0 (in units of '. he,). and I - 3 'to-
n 1 l. Each polit (q, /P I ill the ;Itl cell of tile grid c.lr- E = 12 (see Table I). The sante method, lweer, yilhs
ries with it tile weight zero probability, within tie :icculi-a' , of the melt od. for

( P()p ) )the other two classically foirlidden processes; 2- 5 for
E = 16 and 2- 4 for E 12. This only means that tile

Sta rtig with (qi,p,) a1nd the initi:a l values of the tran.sla- SQC nmethod, :is developed here, is capable of describ-
liona; I'o rd ini tt,, Q anid I llo ieill.i I', wt- now nulneii ci aIly ing classically co u'idde ii pli icesL's, Iiut leeds ol rthl
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.4 improvemient to be sufficiently accurate. In order to

. .I E" I- further study the accuracy of the SQC method in de-
.4 scribing classically forbidden processes, we also made

P calculations for the case E = 8. In this case the initial
.2 energy is so low that most transitions are classically for-

bidden. The results of the SQC and QC calculations are

shown in Table II, along with the QM results of Secrest
and Johnson. 13 One sees that the SQC method is very

.6- accura.te in this case. This is made more evident in
E1" 7' El,-3 Et- 9 Table 111. Here the results of SQC and QC calculations

.4- E." 3 E," 3 are shown for a collinear He-HBr collision with E = 12
. .. (in units of ' hwo, where uw is now the vibrational fre-

.2 quency of HBr). Also shown are the corresponding QM
Z' -- data of Clark and Dickinson. 14 In this case all transi-

o[__ _--- -tions are classically forbidden, as can be seen from the
QC data. Nevertheless, the SQC method gives quite ac-

S.curate probabilities for all tile forbidden processes .ited

" E.
. 5 Ev- 5" E 5 Iin Table l1l. Onl the other hand, the SQC method cannot".4 '- i / .,, accurately describe processes that have probabilities

" j '\.~ less than ~ i0 " . For example, the QM calculations"
.2- - show that the transition 0- 2 (and 2- 0) has the proba-

. bility - 10- 4. This, however, is beyond the accuracy of

0 the SQC method in its present form.
2 4 6 0 2 4 0 2 4

m m m A useful criterion by which to judge the accuracy of a

method is whether forward and reverse probabilities
FIG. 1. Transition probabilities P as functions of final vibra- computed using that method are equal at the same total
tional quantum numbers Pi, calculated from the quantum ioe-
chanical (solid lines) IRef. 131, quasiclassical dashed lines), energy; i.e., whether the transition probabiltIeS Orbey

and the statistical quasiclassical (dotted linesi metkojs. Ini- microscopic reversibility. QM probabilities obe this

tial translational and vibrational energies E, and E, are given principle, whereas QC one. often badly violate it. as can
in units of j11wo, where ec' is the vibrational frequencv of If. be seen in Tables I and II. Tables 1, II, and Ill also

TABLE I. Transition probabilities for a collinear lie-if, collision calculated from the
quantum mechanical (QN) 5 (Ref. 1:3), quasiclassical ,t1, and the proposed statistical
quasiclassical (SQt' methods. The total initial enerqy E is measured in units ot Jti. 0 ,
where wo is the vibrational frequency of ll.

QMb Q(*b S Cb o)d1 qCC S( 
"€  

)mq d (Q(,d SQtd

0-0 (0. 060)* t 0.046" (0. 204) 0.300 0.187 (0. 538) 0.00 0.520
1 0.218 0.375 0.202 0.134 0.275 0.422 0.394 0.125 0.412
2 0.366 0.200 0.351 0.291 0.313 0.314 0.0Gh 0.073 0.068
3 0.267 0.250 0.294 0.071 0.113 0.077
4 0.089 0.175 0.106

1-0 0.218 0. 263 0.199 0.43.1 0.350 0..120 0.39.1 0.38!5 0.411
1 (0.28q61 0. 163 0.2.'5 (0. 034) 0.175 0.065 (0. 2.1. 0. 2'25 0.176
2 0.009 0.125 0.0.1L 0.220 0.16:1 0.151 0.3-15 0.38S 0.385
3 0.170 0. 125 0.091 0.26 1 0. 2:1 0.302 0.0370 00 0.025
4 0.2,10 0.175 0. 262 0.0"11 0.075 0.061
5 0.077 0.150 0.12L

2-0 0.366 0.275 0.3-16 0.291 0.300 0.309 0.061 0.100 0.065
1 0.009 0.150 0.03A 0.220 0.175 0.163 0.3-15 0.350 0.37.1
2 (0.207) 0. 100 0.1.113 (0. 0:14) 0. 125 0I. 101 i0. 31m) 0. 250 0.2s0
3 0.018 0.125 0,109 0. L50 0. iso 0. 1;,7 0. 23:1 0.310 0.2,1
4 0. 161 i. 100 0. 0.2 0. I,9 0. :250 0.270 o. 006" 01 0a
5 0.191 0.200 0. -.15 0.0160 09 (1
6 0.037 0. 050 o. 06,4

.Nuantum mechanical probabilitlem for elastic transitions given iii parentheses are upper
bounds.

OE = 16.

'Clomically forlpiddet, procesrmwo.

• J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, 1 September 1980
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r 72242 H.-W. Lee and M. 0. Scully: Molecular collisions

TAB3LE It. Transtion probiabilties (or TABILE Ill. Transition probablties for a
a collinear lie-Il. collision calculated oollinatr Ile-hlt Icollision caalculated front
from the quantumi mechanical IQM1' the quantum mechanical (QM)' lief. 141.
(Rlef. 13). quasiclasmical ((It). stil the quasiclauical Rjt'). and the statistical

atatiatical quasiciassical inethixis. quasliasstcal ("AgCI methods.

Qwil (wll S(Wa Q1616 Qvb QA.b

0-0 10.1492) 0.739 0.893 0-0 (0.976) 1 0.975
1 0.108 0.263 0.107 1 0.0240 of 0.0254

1-0 0.104 0. 238 0.10G6 1-0 0. 024* 0N 0.0256
1 (0.8501 0. fis 0.863 1 (0.960) 1 0.956

2 0.042 0.075 .012 0.016, (re 0. 01 9c

2-1 0. 0426 V6 0.0334 2-1 0.016' 06 0.019,
2 10.95t) 1 U. 967 2 00.9801 1 0.978
3 0.0016 06 06 3 0. 005C 0' 0.0034

'Quantumn niechanicaI prui-alilitic,, lor 'Quantunfl mechanical piroblitites4 for

elastic transitions vtv ti parenittese'. elaatic transitions Akvten tiI v'srentheses

are upper liotiid- are upper bound..

'E - - in units oI ki . tiere i filte *E - 1? in units of 'A,, whero _. tis the
vibrattactil IreqiUenk'% 11 11 . vibrational freiguenc. )I 111Pr.

'Ciasslaih% torhidden pri~cr-s. *Clasica! k forbiddien 1 .roce.-e..

show that SQC probiilolitic, it dob oh iicrosC'Opic re- SQ4C rnethod is that quantum funneling effects are dle-

versIbLiltV to .1 goodf aliiritioin. This is one good scribed with real classical trajectories. This represents

indication that the .-QC method is supterior to thle QC an important iniprovenient otcr the senmic Ia-;sical culIi -

method. sion theory 
3 in which one carries the burden ofwrkn

We have shown thgit the SWC inethod vields more .ic- wih-npe-aue rjkoi

curate probabilities. thain the QC niothm fo r c.limiear

He -Il and lie -11 Pr c. iions One -h.,uld keep) ti mi nd.

however, that the QC ni-thod fa res ontiax irahl% for thte
particula r stVerns chosen~ fo i ur ci Iculait lol". ,;Vs - D. L. Hunker, . \eth. (onp. hv.10. -1-7 i19r71

tents with low% pa rtic le ia.ies oiffer ai st ringent list of It. %Pinter andj I.. MI. Htalf, -11naniic, of %folec,.lar , iiih

the Q(' niethodk. 'ul athe em ire, qu.kituio tunnelkiin- t efects 'iins, "in Modiernt tA,.,op tial Ckr,,,gi1ro edited li W. 11.

nmanifest thenisef( es miore .tronglv ti .i collinea r , oili - ill~er (I'lentini %c% Nsor., I '37t*. Pairt i

sion than tin a realistic hidiiosnlcoallisin. F oH I. \liier. Ad%. Chem;. I'it. 25. t 1!)7,,.

method fares % eil. the use 01 the SQ( method ill, not 1. Clent. Plh~ . 73. 2'1 11-w
be fully justified. This is particular nv so beca~.use the I.Wigner. P'his. lie\. 40. 7 i9 93.

SWC niet hod require. a Ia rce nUioha-' iof t raIctoi ts - I. .Mo~vei. i'roc. "amrbraide i'hilns. Soc. 45. 9,s 09491

typically an order of niagmitude more than required tii ' . ltordoi. Pi's. lie . 161. :1.it.7 i

the QC method -to he compu)te'd. as each oli'entn (q - 1) 'I. I.Ax and II. %urn, i'hvs. lie%. 172. 1#.., ilwoo.1

of the W agner distribut ion must kit propat,.ated. in fact. i 1 ; . Marburger aend W. If. fLoui..et. j'h% s. ie' . 164. 1. 4

this additional coniputaitiotial effort repres.eits a major .. i odii n .i.5ul.P~~ 1v .I~

disadvantage of the S(' mie Ihi ti as comipa red w it il the -97:i1
QC mnethod. lawevi r. the *QC nie hoi still rtqiires 'J . .1. tIliler. .i. Chei . lPh~s 65. I -,s~i ib@
nmuchi less ciomputaiini eli.rt ihin tic QMI niettio~d. 0-i wctets ani I'. It.;Johnson. J. , hen. lit.. 45, 4 ,.ai

especially when liti' collision oe.rtc i, high and ai Uarge (19641..

m ine of chianinels ne'ed to be k ioii~ide ed. This is hle "A. 11. ( fork, and A. S. litiknsom .ii . it 6. it.4 1I 9;:o

Cause the iuiols'r of traijectoiesi' require it') ht. i - "W. 11. Miller, 1.x I Ir. ih- 63rg.. Tih7-, -19711. 5.?1

puted tin the St' iiictliid duoes not incrvase raipidlv \%%it "W H.Mle 9724 -. vre . hm hs.3.A~.

restpect it, the coliii'oiii en.'rf;v . vaieis the QNM miethod 1 .1. It. Siine and It. A. Marc-us. .1. Clien. I'lla. 59,. 1 ISi

. Chain. Phya., Vol, 73. No. b. I September 1ogo
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APPENDIX B

A new semiclassical decoupling scheme for electronic
transitions in molecular collisions: Application to vibrational-
to-electronic energy transfer

Hai-Woong Lee

Opticai Sciences Center,. Univerity of Arizona. Tucson, Arizona 83 72)1

Kai S. Lam, Paul L. DeVries. and Thomas F. George b)

Department of Chemistry. University of Rochester. Rochester. New YorkA 14627
(Received 24 January 1480;i accepted 25 March 1Q50)

A new semiclassical decoupling scheme (the trajectory-based decoupling scheme) is introduced in a
computational study of % Ibrat IonalI-to-elect rontc energy transfer for a simple model sys.tem that simulates
collinear atom-diatom collusion'. The probahii of energy transfer (P)l is calculated 4utasiclassically
using the new schemec as well as quatituin mechanically as a function of the atomic elect ronic-enrgyit
separation (A). with ,iserall goiod agreemnit between the two sets of results Classical mnechanics with the
new decoupling schemer i% found ito be capable of predicting resonance behavior whereas arn earlier
decoupling scheine (the cot.rdinate-hsed deccoupling schemne) failed Interference etfects are not exhibited
in P vs A result%

1. INTRODUCTION On the other hand, one might argue that it is not en-

Vibrattonal-electrotic energy transfer processes tirely clear that the resonance effects should be absent

such as only because internal motions are treated classically.
The disagreement between the QMI and SC calculattons onl

A + BC(r) = *-BC( i') (1) Process (2) may be due not to the failure inherent in tile

are of fundamental iniportatice in the theory of miolecu- SC method but to the "decoupling" approximation31 iarie

tar collision dynatnics because they represent simple onl the nonadiabatic coupling. In other words, one mlay

examples of electronically nonacliabatic collisioni pro- only need to improve upon the approximation concerning
cesst-s. 1An accurate desc ription of Process 11, flow- the nonadiabatic coupling and still be Wbe to use the SC
ever, has rot been Aithout dificuilties;. The (4uantuii or QC method for the description of near- resonanice 1pr,-

mechanical IQN1 coupIld-cltiuiiel tpproaich, aiitouig: cesses. This point deserves further investigatiorn be-
most accurate Anid reliable of All existing mtethiods, suf- cause the SC and in particular tho QC method represent

fers from etccessivt' computert tinitr And expenses. major computational simplifications over the QMI method.

Seticlassical (SCI tint qoasirlmisical )C iethods, As Millers recently argucoL that, using an oversimplified

thley have been further des eloped fir tile dec ription of model, the SIC method (but not thle QC tmethod) should be

nonadatitc )ir'cebsse, 2 Aire coiiside-ted to ive reliable able to correctly describe near-resonance collision pro-

results itntianm case,., .ilth iu--h not Ais Aiccura.te As the cesses. Unfortunately, no calculattons have been car-
Q16 itethid. llost eve r, As thev treat Ite rnal niolecular ried out on realistic tmodels or systems.
(v tbirAt ion.i A n d irot a tonal I diegrees of f reedlom classial -

ly, both miethuid.s Are 4eteratll. hlieeed to be Incatpab~le lIn thts paper, we present a computational study of the

of desc ribinw near - rfsoiawm prvse iiionI viira - resotnance effects Ii thle stmplest of vthrational -to-clec -

tiotosl or rotational e nrveels For exatmple, S trontc ( t'-E) entergy tranisfer processes :collinear atom -

c ae lators'.itteiped n tt- nar- ~e otan e ' l i ie~ r harmonic oscillator collision. Specifically, we aire in-

collistoti process terested in the process

vieliled vocir-, transfer 1nilo.tilitte lin sI root: disIi~ree- where the diatoin PC is now Atpproxtimated as a lijrnionic
ment A ith the QN1 results. 4 huts. it seeis tha~t otid los osicillator. The enerry transfer probabilty 1 for Pro-
to rels iv ont fuill QNI t alcilltioi. to) correctly dv- cess (3) is calculated both quasntuit i echanicAly antd

unifortunate i luitiotn, further dlevelopmtenit oit (1.- Sc And of the Atonm A is varied a routnd A fixed value of the s-ibrasent-ntrrsnsi--lrHis-s i e fti alir q~salsial steeetruiccer: earto

QC iithoi?. si-i-its liesi rable~ tonal energy separatin of Ihe him-nitmnt oscillitot [W.

Thme purpose of our, study, is to Invest iga.tethei re.onat
hi - .1''1 1 .% li, .%If I ii .H tit. Ii. process, And lin partic-ular, to ptrtllosp (And test) .1 new

.. .1 .. ... ii9 - I I decoupliti scheni- for- the calculatiotn of QC' ptrobabiiilits.
It 1-11' I n it. h . t1 11% Hik .ifid This new schemte wvill tiie termted tlie tralecto-v -liaseel do-

Ill-, tIi. I. i, Ni ." . ci npt tug sc heme ti ot- re..soms to lie iscarusset1 I i !,ec . IV.

Ai. -, ti ,u vi md NmiNvl.iimhi(id1.., N.,. uI . IN hiolw-c that we run sh)I)roatel Ani tawet as to whether
I P91, .,.1 i.\t...L i..,ot.tu. 1uiu. , i N. the QC (mtid SC) method may Ise used to study neasr-reso-

(111.77 2;~,nance processes.
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In Sec. l the atom-harmonic oscillator model system 0.6
is described. Section III follows with a description of
the QM approach and results, and the QC counterpart is 0.5
described in Sec. IV along with the newly proposed de-
coupling scheme. Results of this calculation and a con- 0.4
parison between this new decoupling scheme and the oldoe is presented in Sec. V.

0.3 FIG. 2. The nonadiabatic
" coupling vs R! - R -,' r. Ali;

II. THE MODEL cu~nvR'..r a- 0.2 assumed to be equal to 0.0 16.
We consider the collinear energy transfer Process (3)

between an atom A and a diatom BC approximated as a0.
harmonic oscillator. For simplicity, the atom A is as-

sumed to interact only with the nearer of D and C, and
the interaction strength to be exponentially decreasing 0 I 2 3 4
with respect to the internuclear distance. The potential R (Bohr)
surfaces are chosen to mimic those used for the Br-lR h
system in Ref. 4. The two adiabatic potential surfaces
W1 and Wt are given by cilator is given by 1000. All quantities throughout this

Wi =[Hit H42 -[(Ha - HI) 2 
+ 4HM211/" '2 , (4a) paper are given in atomic units unless otherwise stated.

WS {HItl + H32 +[(Hzz - H)2 +41121/2} 2 , (4b) For example, A, and A2 are given in hartrees and p0 and
v0 in bohrs. A is the electronic energy separation of the

where two electronic levels of the atom A:
li, i=At exp[-a(R- r-po)l 1 ,.t!,(r- r0 , A (5a)

Li (5b)-WIifn= A2exp[ - a(jR- 1 r - po)} 4 Pw'(r - reo . (5b)

One may assume that the two levels are separated by the
and spin-orbit interaction as in "Br. " However, as noted

2in the Introduction, A is considered to be a variable in
,2= -T- . (50 our computational study and therefore is varied around

the vibratio..al energy' separation, 6.' - 0.02.
Here, R is the translational coordinate measured from

the c.m. of BC to A, and r is the vibrational coordinate. In Fig. 1, the potential e('ergy surfaces IV, and W. are
The first terms in 11t and If., represent the exponentially drawn with respect to the translational coordiiiate R for
decreasing interaction strength between A and the nearer a fLxed vibrational coordinate, r - P0 = 1.4, for the case
of B and C, and the second termis the harmonic oscilla- I - 0.016. It can be immediately seen that the potent~al
tor potential function. The potential parameters, chosen difference IV, - Wl is a monotonically decreasing func-
to resemble those of the Br-tl2 system, 4 are given as tion of R, and therefore no avoided crossing occurs in

our model system.A 3x 10"', A4, 5)10"', a 3, p, 4 ,

Having defined the potential energy surf:;-es, we now
w0 =0.02, re 1.4, -m A  . 5x 105,t, = pc 2000, turn to the nonadialatic coupling. The nonadiabatic cou-

where nA, ID, Pnc are respectively masses of A, B,, pling is given by the matrLx elements'
and C. Thus, the reduced mass m of the harmonic os- d r r . a2,, 8 ' IV Wt) , (6a)

and 

iR

02 d, r,.r2. H -w,), (6b)

where
rtt ia,.tta/(w,- i l

a H1111F 4 1 , (7a)

e €rt -r.t M, [ (,A - il. I, Ie17~ (71))4 , A strai horward calculation yields

S2

I 24where

'R (Bohr) Q (A2 -A lexpj - a R - ) ot ( 9)

PR;.. Th" I. 4 rtui:sl .crv:v ;tjrfv,,s W, ind W. vs tlhe Ira1nl:- It should be noted that di and (I, depend only on U, R
thmal V. -rdill;ii, f. llh vihrati,,al t, ' l 1,nma is fixed at I. -I - ' r, the separation between A and the nearer of 13 mnd

mind A i .assmilHl U, Is' r, lal it i. 0 10;. C, not on ?? 'mud r aeparately. In Fig. 2, Ida I i plotted
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0.2- 0.2-

0I-IL

0I 0

0.01 0.02 0.03 00.01 0.02 0.03

X (hart ree) X. (harlriie)
FIG. 5. The QN1 and (IC probabilities vs f..ij thc i'-E ent-t-Ln

FIG. 3. The Qfi andi QC probabilities vs A for the V-Elecrc". transfer process (3). Collision encritN - (. 035. 1 Ili solid
transfer process (3). Collision encrgv = 1. 055. The solid vurve cuv tpsil teQ1adtw:, ri,.H
represents the QMI probabilities and the ci Icles represent thc th QC prbaI"M)hI~Us. The dotte.d LtA-1ie ib A bil'.., A!; liLt. Li,
QC probabilities. The dotted curve as aI smooth lit U, the cir- crls
cles. The triangles represent the QC probabilities obtained crls
using the decoupling schemec of Nomornicki et al.

results was obtained. The results are s-hown fin Ftt-s.
3-5. in which the energy transfer pronmliti , r.-

against R, for the case XA 0. 016. The nonadiabatic cou- plotted with respect to for fixed coli izioii , fa, I v
pling is seen to be appreciable over the interval of about The following observations and interpretatiovs can 44'

2 bohr. made.

Ill. QUANTUM-MECHANICAL APPROACH (1) Each cur-.c has a sinj~c peak structLrl' !Vf' It
the V-E resonance effect un.-er ,'on.idtc ra* ' M. .Ild It.'

In this section, we report the results of QN1 calcula- resonanice widlth tends~ to tt1 smile r atil lcAr cull!.-.oi
tions for the li-E energy transfer process !3) i~rrfornicd energies. For the enerr, r'inj rm~d-'' . c I
on the model systemi descrihed fin the previous section. width ,is of the order of 0.01 liartree -0. 27; 1
The solution to this problem was obtained in tho usual
manner by solving a set of close-cuupled differential 12) The peaiks occural values of %smaller than the
equations, subject to scattering bowidary conditions. brational encr, s~eparation 0. 02. In 1'.ablc 1. t'he lN6.ik
Since the interaction potentials are modeled as exponun- positions alowii with the pci, prob~abilitie's .
tial functions, the required matrix elements over the Of course, one w.ould not expect the ie~t) nJIrUi At

harmonic tscillator basis can be performued 'analytical- exactiv . 0.02 since the cnerit level are lpertuir ,io
ly. 7 The Light-Walker R-niatrtx mnethod" kas employcd by the collision. in fact, the curves are tw2.. I

to solve the close-coupled equations, aiid the step size metric aboutl 0. u2; the p~robabtilities def-c.'e ralluil
and the initial and final limits of integration of the trans- as Iis increaised front 0. 02 while they Vro throu It .i pe.s
latlonal coordinate were varied until convergence of the' as A is decreascd front 0. 0i2. This behas ior cAn lie ui -

derstood if we note that the two potential such ,e, &*ep)-
resenting the init ial And (fi, final quaintum Stdtt do fbIO0

c ross if Ais g reite r than 0. U2. On the othe r hand, il

02- is smaller than 0. 02, they do cross And th- tram. I .on i

more likely to be maide. In particulAr, -)l' wli ,ht Px -

4L I Ilisattt1 .1
0.0.1 iO ~ o0

0.010 It 191 0i 09 11

0). 4241 41:11171 1.

0 0 1 0 2 0 3 . 1 2501117 ii14.'

A (horfree) (). o:10 oI fll. oI ' ".
0). 04:45 ii l), ii J.f

FI.4. The (QNl and QC' v,'~iiiii s A fiw Iii V-f i-ntrgi 0,4)14) 04. 0 .4

c e',~ ruot ,- hi4 fii,- (p.1li g',h .u4'dit44 . oui ii,. *crIts repru 9. 0.11 0. u 1 1 u. tI ..
ient the (,K' psmlnaluliti's . I Ii,- dost.d curve is i silu,,th lit to 0 W'15 (4 4) l:3 44. 40-li.
the virtl]. m.
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pact that the transition probability is the largest if the 4
crossing occurs at a point of the maximum nonadiabatic
coupling. A straightforward calculation shows that this 3
condition is satisfied if X =0.012. According to Table 1,
the actual peaks occur at the values of A between 0. 012,
a value derived from the above expectation, and 0. 020, m __-
a value expected from the unperturbed energy level
structure.

We have also calculated probabilities for the transi-
tion process 0 R0 3 4 5 6

A+ BC(, =I)- A* BC(r, 1) (10) R(Bohr)
FIG. 6. Collision process viewed in the R-r plane. The

using the same QM method. The branching ratio of the branch points tom a straight line. For the case X =U.016, the
nonresonant process (10) to the near-resonant process equation fur the line is R - 2 r= 1.77. The solid and dotted
(3) for a particul.r collision energy is shown in Table curves represent a typical trajectory on the way in anti out.

0 for Various values of A. respectively. h choice of the coordinates r and , accordin,
to the newly proposed decoupling scheme is illustrated at the
point Q.

IV. QUASICLASSICAL APPROACH-DECOUPLING
SCHEME

In discussing nonadiabatic transitions in quastclassical The decoupling scheme first invokes the localization
terms, one usually refers to the Landau-Zener type of of nonadiabatic transitions by assuming that the trajec-
approximations 1At (avoided) crossings of two surfaces, tories remain on the real axis except when they hit a
The two surfaces It', and It' of our model, however, do point that coincides with the real part of the branch
mot possess an avoided crossing as seen in Sec. I1. They points. It then assumes that all but one appropriately
mevertheless possess complex branch points at which the chosen coordinate Y7 and corresponding momentum P,
two surfaces cross provided that they are allowed to take can be "frozen" at this point, and calculates the transi-
on complex values and at hich, in the SC theory, non- tion probability in a Stckelberg-like ranier allowing
adiabatic transitions are allowed to take place. We only the "decoupled" coordinate r; and momentum P, to
therefore compute transition probabilities at the branch be analytically continued into the complex plane. The
points using the meth xi nornilaliv enlploed in the SC essence of the decoupling scheme it therefore to reduce
theory. However, the phase terins responsible for quan- a problem with multidegrees of freedom to one w~th a
tum interference effech , ire totally neglected and. for single degree of freedom analogous to an atoi-a,_,m
this reason, our approach is still termed quasirlassical2 collision.
following the usual convention.

We now wish to consider our atom-harmonic oscilla-
The branch points of our nodel system can be easily tor collision process within the decoupling picture.

found by solving the equation There are two degrees of freedom, translational and %i-

=(ft, rI - IV'(R., Y.) 0 , (!1) brational, in this collinear process as represented by the
coordinates R and r (and corresponding momenta PR and

where R. and r. are now considered to assume complex P,). For this case, it is most convenient to use the
values. Substitutinr. Fqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (I1), we R-r plane to discuss the motion of the system. In this
obtain plane, the real parts of the branch points given l-w Eq.

{(A, - Allexp( - s(/ - --p0)I .
, 0 . (12) (13b) forms a straight line, as shown in Fig. 6 for thecase A - 0.016. The system moves along one of the sur-

which inamediA.(ly yields 1iw following elu.iton for the faces, WI or W2, according to Hamilton's equations of
branch points, motion, until it encounters a point on the line. A typical

- u, Ir (13a) trajectory is shown in Fig. G, in which the line of the
' branch points is encountered twice during the collision

u process. Which points on the line the trajectory hap-u,,- In(l3b)
a A -- A pens to hit, of course, depends on the initial conditions.

'1 *I , To make our discussion definite, let us consider the
P. - . (13c) point V il Fig. 6 which can be represented by (Rw*, r)

in the R-r ilane. To obtain the trwisition probabiitly
Evin with tl.- sinlaph .tni.l tic sti ilur' of ti' hli.nhii at this point usin the decouplin , scheme, we first need
points, ;. \r% t.Ire nlwr of coniptlitation.l vffolts to choose a decouplied inordlitie i and a frozen coordi-

* are still iwea' t , lo , il.iii I. aisitioI liilirh-iblliia'-, if lith' nat' , each of which cin I' in veneral a line.r coniahina-
full -olnl.h \ \.iliad ria.'hair" n11114" tif liw " lh,'orv tlion if R and P. Il iha' .sth a'hvin' pllo s'l'd 6Y KoinOriiaki

st to lie d . A considir.ilh ronpul.iltio;al sinipli;i a - of l, ,3 il is ciosen to lIa It and 1 to be r. The reason

lion can Ibe ilhaeva'd, how'' 'r, with lite receintIA pro- for the choice is that it is generally believed tlhit the
posed decrouplang .cl hn'e, Sine we will use an ai- coiii pent (of (lie iiiotlentuni iost effective it h dinlg to
proved versin of this s. ha'mia' in our c aI.ulations, a nonadilabatic Iransitions is the one perpendicular to the
brief ae t ew of tith st'llat is mh ordehr. lie of the real parts of the ir-anch poimts, and ini their

J Chen PhVi% Vol 73, No 1, 1 July 1980
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210 Lee, Lam, DeVries, and George: Energy transfer collision processes

TABLE U. The QM and QC branching of motion and t perpendicular to it. This choice is il-
ratios of Process (10) to Process (3). lustrated in Fig. 6 at the point Q for the trajectory

Q shown. Here, 17 and 4 take the form' QM4 QC b  WC€

0.012 0.666 1.23 28.7 l=R-1Qr , (20a)
0.014 0.405 0.727 5.23 (20b)
0.016 0.266 0.511 4. d2
0.018 0.192 0.463 1.42 where
0.020 0.156 0.391 5.63
0.022 0.147 0.254 2.56 PQ - / , (21)

'Collision energy = 0. 055. and il0 and k are the vibrational and translational ve-
*Collision energy= 0.055. The new de- locities, respectively, at Q. We note that 77 and are
coupling schieme is used. in general different for different trajectories and there-

'Collision encrgv = 0. 055. The decou- fore have to be defined for each trajectory at each en-
pling of Komornicki et al. is used. counter with a branch point. For this reason, our new

decoupling scheme may be termed the trajectory-based
decoupling scheme, as opposed to that of Komornicki

study, this happens to be very nearly the translational et al., which is based on the choice of an optimum co-
momentum. Within this scheme the transition proba- ordinate. We will refer to the earlier scheme as the

bility is given by coordinate-based decoupiig scheme.

p=exp(-26) , (14) The advantage of our choice of qI and 4 is that 4 is al-
ways zero and therefore there is no conceptual difficulty

where in freezing this coordinate,

6=Imf AvivdR[k,(R)- ,(R) , (15) = Q =RQ-rQ/OQ, P,=O . (22)

The transition probability at 0 is given by Eq. (14),

kj(R) ={2.1[E- WJ(R, r0 )1}112 
, j 1, 2 , (16) where 6 now becomes

M= flA(mS + "'c)/(n0 A m + 'c' , (17) 6 =Im dr[k1 (i)-k 2(i)1 , (23)
and E is the total energy. While the translational coor- f°
dinate R and momentum PR are allowed to proceed in the where
complex plane, the vibrational coordinate r and momen- -P~ , (24)
tun P, are assumed to be frozen at the values at Q,

r=ro, P,=P,, " (18) kj(.)={2 . [EW 1(? '  Q)}t', 2 , (25)

Thus, only the component of momentum in the R direc- 1L11, the reduced mass governing the motion of the sys-
tem in the i direction, is shown in the Appendix to betion will be changed after the transition is made, gvnb
given by

i + P= 5 +_, (19)__/, L t2211 111 ' o = ( o , /o) (26)

where the prime is used to denote the quantities alter
the transition. The above choice of the decoupled and amust satisfy Eqs. (13). Simple algebra immediately
frozen coordinates, however, presents two immediate mus

difficulties. First, the laws of classical mechanics are yields

violated by assuming that both coordinate and momen- + 1 (27)
turn are frozen at finite noniei o values as dictated by 14 4 3/2
Eq. (18). The position r can be fixed at r. only if I'rQ Equations (20)-(27) now enable us to calculate for tran-
is zero. Second, Eq. (19) suggests that the change inelecronc eergyrepeseted v te ptental ump sition probabilities within the new decoupling scheme.
elctronic energy represented by the potential jump Upon the completion of a transition, P is given a new
W1- It" is accompanied by thi change in translational value according to the energy conservation relation
energy rather than vibrational energy. This may incor-
rectly suppress V-E energy transfer because the QM P; p,2

data in Table Ii show that V-E energy transfer takes 21 1  + W1 =p (28)
place more easily than translational-to-electronic (T-E) Because we are interested iii the case of a low colih-
energy transfer in ne~ir-resonance processes. It now is sion energy (, < 0. 055), it occasionally happens curing
not surprisin , tl, t th v E - ' n ot' y transfer probabilities sou r g calculation t5 at t e iso s ufficient isr g
in the It-il. svdvn as caculaid by Koniornicki el available for an upward transition. In this caste, the
w e r e a it o m a lo u s y s m a ll , I t a l ; ,) i s; e v id e n t t h a t a m o r e lbe f or i n o u c e d y a in gs it . I is e p o y to t h eii'reasonable, .'brier of the. coordmates 71 andi will give a culate probabilities, with obvious modifications to ac-

b e tte r r e s u lt. W e th e r e fo r e p r o p~o s e th e fo llo w in g in a n c o n f r th f a t h t n w t e c u p d c o d i t e l
is the one to be integrated over. In the ease of very

We choose q to lie the coordinate along the direction high collision energies such that vibrational motion is

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 1, 1 July 1980
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Lee, Lam, DeVries, and George: Energy transfer collision processes 211

relatively weak, we expect the trajectory-based de- the QC approach with the trajectory-based decoupling
coupling scheme to approach the coordinate-based one. scheme reproduces the resonance peak structure rea-
Furthermore, in more general collision conditions not sonably well.
involving resonance transfer, the two decoupling schemes
may also be equivalent. The QC peaks occur at X -0.012, shifted towards

smaller values of X from the QM peaks. At A 0. 012,
V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION the potential difference It' - It at the real parts of the

The method used for the QC calculations is the usual branch points is equal to the vibrational ene-gy separa-

classical trajectory method 0'1' modified to include the tion 0.02; i.e., this A fulfills the resonance condition at

calculation of nonadiabatic transition probabilities with the branch points. Speaking in QM terms, at this X, the
the trajectory-based decoupting scheme. The Hamilton two surfaces representing the initial and final quantum
equations of motion were numerically integrated using states cross at the real parts of branch points. (See
the fourth-order Adams-Moulton formulas with the related discussions in Sec. III. For our model, those
fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration being employed to points coincide with the points of the naixinumi nonadi-
initiate the procedure. When the system encounters a abatic coupling.) Therefore, it is reaitonable to expect
branch point, the transition probability was computed the QC peaks to be at A - 0. 012 provided that the reso-
as described in the previous section. The complex in- nance effects are properly taken care of. Th... the QC
tegration in Eq. (23) was carried out using the four- peaks occur indeed ,t A - 0. 012 indicates that the ireso-
point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula. Upon com- nance effects are incorpui:ited in our QC method vith tic
pletion of the probability calculation, the integration of new decoupling scheme. The accuracy of the methol.

Hamilton equations was resumed. For a path starting on however, is limited bly the assumption that the transition
a new surface, the Runge-Kutta formula was again takes place only at branch points. This :.ssumption is
needed to initiate the integration with a new set of initial at least partly responsible for the inaccurate position o1
variables before the Adams-Moulton formula could be the QC peaks. Referring to Tale 1, we see that the
used. The system typically encountered two or four agreement between tile QC and tile QM results oni the
branch points during the collision process. For the position of the peaks is better at higher collision Pner-
case of four branch points, eight different paths must gies. We also note that the QC probabilities are in gen-
be considered. The final vibrational quantum number eral somewhat larger than the QM probabilities. One
was assigned using the usual quasiclassical box. The might argue, however, th.7t the inclusion of the N.Itivi

total probability for the energy transfer process (3) was factor9 will bring the QC probabilities down closer to
then obtained from the equation the QM ones.

P=E 'PN , (29) It is also interesting to note that interference effects,
which are of course incorporated in the QM approacn

where N is the total number of trajectories, pi is the but suppressed in the QC, are not exhibited in the transi-

total transition probability for the ith trajectory that en- tion probability vs A results. On theother hand, the

ters the box rj =0, and the summation runs over all such absence of the interference effects in the QC method

trajectories, could be a part of the reason why the QC results become
less accurate at lower collision energies.'

The results of the QC calculations are shown in Figs.
3, 4, and 5. The circles represent the QC probabilities More stringent tests on the present decoupling schemc
actually obtained from the calculations, and the dotted would seem to rest on its application to very low colli-
curves are smooth fits to the circles. sion energies, perhaps even to cases where the colli-

sion energy is much lower than the resonance energy
In Fig. 3, the result of QC calculations using the co- exchanged. However, it is debatable whether such a

ordinate-based decoupling scheme is also shown. The condition is a sine qua non for resonance considerations.
probabilities, represented by the triangles, are rather The collision energies we have chosen are, in fact,
unstable with respect to the variation of A, as can be lower than or, at worst, comparable to tile vibrational
seen from tie apparent three-peak structure. Conse- quantum exchanged, near the real parts of the branch
quently, it is hard to judge whether this set of data con- poir., even though they may be large in other regions.
tains ally resonance effect in it. The superiority of the Moreover, our exact quantunn mechanical results also
new decoupling scheme can be more clearly seen if we indicate that resonance effects do persist to the range
also consider tile nonresonant transition (10). In Table of collision energies considered here, even though these
I!, the QC branching ratios of process (10) to pres effects tend to decrease as the collision energy in-
(3) obtained with tle two decoupling schemes are shown creases. (Tile single-peak structure of tile resonant
along with tile QM ratios. The QC ratios with the tra- I' vs A curve recurs lhrough hih E; and the typical
jeetory-based scheine ,;how a reasonabie a.reement with branching ratio for resonant to nonresonant Iransitions
the QM ratios. lowever, the coordinatc-based schlnie is - 10 ;t the peak value of N, for F' 0. 035. ) Unfrltii-
predicts the ratios to be very large as compared to the nately the allplication of our 1) ivscnt trajectory-based
ancurate QM ones. This seems to be a clear indication decoupling scheme is restricted to cases having a well-
thit tile coordinate-based scheme is not adequate to die- defined real velocity at the real parts of the branch
scribe processes involving resonance effects. Fitures point, which is not likely to be the case for very low
3, 4, and 5 also exhibit QM results, which indicate that collis'ion e£neriies.
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* APPENDIX: TRANSFORMATION OF COORDINATES k,, P,,/ = (2u,, 7l/t=[21,,(E- W)"//R . (Ag)

In terms of the new coordinates )7 and 4 defined by where W is the potential energy.
Eqs. (20), the kinetic energy can be written asia

T= I R2 + Inm; 2 = 12 + 2Ati+ 2 417i. (Al)
tFor a review of the theory of nonadiabatic collision processes,

Note that there exists a cross ternm containing bsee J. C. Tully, in Dynamics of Molecular Collisions, Modern

cause the coordinates 17 and t are not separable in gen- Theoretical Chemistry, edited by W. H. Miller (Plenum, New

eral. Substituting Eqs. (20) into Eq. (A1) and equating York, 1976), Part B, p. 217.
the terms that have the same powers of hI and i', we ob- 2Since we consider nonadiabatic processes throughout this

tain paper, we will bc using the term "QC method" to mean the
extension of the usual QC method to account [or nonadiabatic

M=ii,+ + , (A2) transitions, i.e., by QC method, we actually mean the sur-

(A3) face-hopping trajectory method IJ. C. Tully and It. K. Pres-
ton, J. Chem. Phys. 55, 562 (1971)] or its variations.

0 = -21L, + 2t/3 + ±(1 'p -) . (A4) 3A. Komornicki, T. F. George, and K. Morokuma, J. Chem.
Phys. 65, 48 (1976).

Solving Eqs. (A2)-(A4) for A , A,, and A, we obtain 4I. H. Zimmerman and T. F. George, Chem. Phys. 7, 323
(1975).

(I (M/0a+ )l)/(i3 + 1 /3) , (A5) 5W. H. Miller, J. Chem. Phys. 68, 4431 (1978).
6J. C. Tully, J. Chem. Phys. 59, 5122 (1973).

which is Eq. (26) in Sec. IV, 7T. E. Sharp and D. Rapp, J. Chem. Phys. 43, 1233 (1965).

10-( 1 + p?)/(d+ 1 /0)2 (A6) 8J. C. Light and R. B. Walker, J. Chem. Phys. 65, 4272
' (1976).

and 9J. R. Laing, T. F. George, I. H. Zimmerman, and Y. W.
Lin, J. Chem. Phys. 63, 842 (1975).

1(A7) 10D. L. Bunker, Meth. Comp. Phys. 10, 287 (1971).

Now if the system moves Lnder the constraint that 4 re- 1R. N. Porter and L. M. Raft, in Dynamics of Molecular
Collisions, Modern Theoretical Chemistry, edited by W. II.

mains zero, then Miller (Plenum, New York, 1976), Part B, p. 1.

-
= P /2j , (AB) 121n this Appendix, the discussion is presented without refer-

ence to any particular point or trajectory. The subscript Q
and is therefore dropped.

r

4
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APPENDIX C

Pulsed Visible Chemiluminescence Experiments

M. D. Burrows and D. J. Benard

Introduction

In order to achieve lasing on an electronic transition in a typical dia-

tomic molecule it is necessary to rapidly generate a copious supply of

molecules in the upper level of the laser transition. At shorter wave-

lengths this requirement becomes more difficult to satisfy because of

rapidly decreasing stimulated emission cross-sections. Further, when a

chemical reaction scheme is employed as the source of excitation it is

also necessary to hold down the reagent concentrations in order to prevent

quenching of the lasing species by the reagent or product molecules.

Therefore, it is requisite in such cases to carry out the chemical reac-

tions in as rapid a way as possibl2 in order to obtain the necessary pump

rate.

Traditionally, chemical lasers have been of the mixing type and have

employed reactions that initiate spontaneously as mixing occurs. This

approach is most appropriate to the generation of CW lasers, however,

since the mixing is limited by diffusion which often proceeds slowly

compared to gas kinetic reaction rates, it may be difficult to achieve

lasing on diatomics at shorter wavelengths using this scheme. As an
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alternative, we have considered laser schemes based on gas phase chemi-

luminescence reactions that do not initiate spontaneously but proceed via

a branched chain reaction kinetics. This feature not only allows pre-

mixing of the reagents but also provides a chemical amplifier effect which

allows one to "trigger" the reaction by a relatively small input of opti-

cal or electrical energy which produces the initial chain carrier species.

The resultant laser action would therefore be pulsed, which may be advan-

tageous in itself. Enhanced propagation and target effects have been

demonstrated for repetitively pulsed DF chemical lasers relative to their

CW counterparts; however, it remains to be seen what significant advan-

tages may accrue for pulsed visible lasers.

Experimental Method

Fig. I shows the experimental apparatus. Chlorine dioxide (C10 2) is

generated by passing C12 gas over NaClO 2 crystals. (Ref. 1) The C102 is

collected in a cold trap prior to loading into the reaction cell. A fuel

species, typically acetylene (C2H2 ) is then added to the reaction cell and

is allowed to mix with the chlorine dioxide. A single 10 mJ, 20 nsec

pulse of 3500 A light from a XeF excimer laser is then used to detonate

the mixture. The absorption coefficient of C1O 2 at 3500 X is so high

(3000 1/mole-cm) that the 10 mJ pulse is almost totally absorbed after

"4 traversing less than I cm of C10 2 at partial pressures on the order of 50

Torr. Irradiation of C10 2 at this wavelc-ngth yields predisSociation into

ClOiO, which is probably followed by the rapid (10-llcmn/molecule-,ec)
*

exothermic reaction CIO + 0 C C] + 02. (Ref. 2) The initial UV laser
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EXCIMER
LASER

FOCUSING LENS

GAS INLET
10 cm

DETECTOR
SYSTEM

REACT ION
CELL

Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus for pulsed chemiluminescence experi-
ments. The excimer laser can be operated at 3500 X (XeF),
2940 X (KrF), or 1930 X (ArF). The detector consists of
either an interference filter and photomultiplier tube or
a grating monochromator and optical multichannel analyzer
system. The quantum efficiency of the optical multichannel
analyzer is 10%, decreasing to zero at the sensitivity limits
of 3500 R and 8400 X. 'lhe resolution is 5 A per channel with
a memory capacity of 860 counts for each channel.

4
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pulse, therefore, produces high densities of C1O, 0, Cl, and excited 02 in

a small volume which then chemically ignites the remaining C1O2 and fuel

(C2H2). The detector in Fig. 1 consists of either a photomultiplier tube

and interference filter for intensity versus time profiles or a grating

monochromator and optical multichannel analyzer system to record single

detonation spectra. The observation side-arm is deliberately located a

distance away from the end window so that optical pumping by the XeF laser

is not observed. Typical partial pressures are 150 Torr of C10 2 and 75 to

100 Torr of C2H2. Soot formation on the cell windows becomes a problem if

higher C2H2 pressures are used.

Results

The detonation of C1O 2 and C2112 mixtures resulted in an intense blue-green

chemiluminescence. A typical spectrum of the chemiluminescence is shown

in Fig. 2. The observed chemluminescence is easily identified as the

C2 (d
37j 4 a3 n) Swan bands. (Ref. 3, 4) The emission is very intense and

requires the use of neutral density filters in order to prevent saturation

of the optical multichannel analyzer detector.

Excitation of the Swan system can also be obtained by detonation of

HN3+C 2H 2+N20+I1e mixtures using a single 30 mJ, 20 nsec pulse of 2490 A KrF

excimer laser light. As Fig. 3 shows, strong CN Violet band emission is

also observed from this mixture. Excitation of the Swan band system by

such mixtures depends much more critically on relative reactant concentra-

tions, but produces a much "cleaner" and better developed C2 Swan system
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Fig. 2. Chemiluminescence spectrum from the detonation of a mixture
of 150 Torr C10, plus 90 Torr C 2 . Tho violet band heads
at 5635, 5165, ind 4737 A are ttle C2 Swan bands (d -}an).
he detonation was initiated using a single 3500 A excimer

laser pulse and the spectrum acquired using the optical
Smiltichannel anwlyzer system and a neutral density filter

.4 of 3.
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C2

CN

'C2

C2

I.-I

z CN

CH

3883 4216 4314 4737 5165 5635

WAVELENGTH IN

Fig. 3. Chemiluminescence spectrum from the detonation of a mixture
of 150 Torr IIN3 + 50 Torr C2It 2 + 50 Torr N2 0 + 200 Torr He
acquired using the optical multichannel analyzer system and a
neutral density filter of 2. The intense violet degraded hand
heads at 5635, 5165, and 4737 A are tile C2 Swan bands, while
tile violet degraded band heads at 4578, 4216, and 3883 A
the CN violet bands (B 2 F-)X 2 E). The weak violet degraded head
at 4314 A is due to the CII radical A2-M-X- transition.
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than does the detonation of C10 2 and C2H2 mixtures, where the Swan bands

are superimposed on a strong background of continuum emission. Detonation

of mixtures containing only HN3 and C2H2 produces weak Swan bands, while

the addition of He buffer gas enhances the Swan band emission. The Swan

band intensity is increased further by using both He and N20. The deton-

ation chemistry of HN3 and C2H2 mixtures appears to be strongly dependent

on trace impurities in the He buffer gas, since replacing He with Ar

completely removes both the CN and C2 emission. Previous researchers have

found using isotopic substitution that the carbon-carbon bond is defin-

itely broken in reactions producing C2, (Refs. 5, 6) which is consistent

with the observation in the present experiments of excited CH radicals

(A2A 4 X27[ transition at 4314 A) when mixtures of HN3+C2H2+N20+He are

detonated by KrF laser light.

The temporal behavior of the chemiluminescence pulses from detonation of

C10 2 and C2H2 mixtures was monitored by replacing the OIA with a photo-

multiplier tube and 5100 A interference filter. A typical time history is

shown in Fig. 4. The risetime of the pulse is typically 30-50 usec, while

the "burn-time" exceeds I msec. The time delay before the rapid onset of

light emission is on the order of the time required for a shock front to

travel from the laser input window to the side-arm where light emission is

observed.
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Fig. 4. Time history of emission from detonation of mixtures of 50
Torr CIO1- and 50 Torr C2112 using a 5100 A interference filter
and photomultiplier tube.
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Discussion

The C2 Swan bands are commonly seen in hydrocarbon flames at atmospheric

pressure. (Ref. 7). The d3n + a3n transitions are highly vertical and

thus appear in a characterstic Av=O vibrational sequence with the (0,0)

band head at 5165 A. Contributions from higher vibrational levels appear

at shorter wavelengths spaced by w - 1800 cm"1 . (Ref. 4) Experiments with

C2H2 in flames have shown that C2 Swan band emission is many orders of

magnitude more intense than can be predicted on the basis of the adiabatic

flame temperature and statistical (Boltzman) population distributions

(Ref. 8) Therefore one may infer that the C2 (dn) state is specifically

populated by chemical reactions in flames. Further, cavity resonance

experiments have failed to show any measureable absorption in moderate

pressure flames (Ref. 9) from which one might surmise that C2 (a
3 n) is

removed via a chemical process since statistically the C2 (a 
3 n) state

should be thermally populated. The radiative lifetime of the C2 (a
3n)

state is on the order of 200 nsec. (Ref. 10) so it seems probable that

rapid chemical removal of C2 (a
3 ) at our 101 9/cm3 concentrations could

sustain an inversion. These results taken in conjunction with our

experimental observations support the possibility of producing a pulsed

visible chemical laser on the C2 Swan bands in premixed C10 2 and C 2112

mixtures.

4At this time the mechanism of reaction is unknown, thus it is impossible

'I to speculate in any detail regarding the kinetics of the reaction. The

simplest interpretation of Fig. 4 (time history of chemiluminescence) is
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that the initial rise and the associated high frequency structure results

from a chemically driven shock wave that is followed by uniform burning of

the reagents behind the shock front which persist until the reactants are

depleted. Thus the cbemiluminescence is actually a quasi CW process since

the reaction time is long compared to the radiative decay rate. One would

estimate that a limiting rate of - 10-13 cm3/molecule-sec controls the

chemiluminescence process based on the reagent concentration and the

chemiluminescence decay rate.

Of course whether a chemically pumped C2 laser is possible will depend

critically on the details of the kinetics, however, one may show that if

the kinetics efficiently produce C2(d
3n) and selectively destroy C2 (a

3n)

that gain coefficients on the order of I/cm can be easily generated by

reacting a 200 Torr mixture of C10 2 and C2H2 in 10-
3 sec. At such den-

sities the chemical energy is stored at the rate of ~I KJ/liter assuming

efficient production and extraction of the chemical energy as laser

photons. A theoretical specific energy in excess of 1MJ/lb is calculated

by dividing the photon energy by the mass of the reagent species. In

practice it is unlikely, however, that such optimistic figures will

actually be obtained; however as a result of the thermal expansion

attendant with the reactive heat release it would appear that atmospheric

pressure recovery is feasible in a ramjet configuration.

Summary

.I

We have shown that by prcmixing reagents and pulsing a chemiluminescent

reaction that one may overcome some of the difficulties inherent to the
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production of a visible chemical laser operable on a diatomic species.

The reaction of C1O 2 and C2H2 is one such reaction that produces electron-

ically excited C2 molecules with properties appropriate to laser action on

the dn * a3n transitions, given kinetics that favor inverson. Such lasers

in a pulsed mode are capable of achieving high gain coefficients and are

characterized by high specific energy and high energy storage per unit

volume in the laser cavity.
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